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How to Bring Home Big Deals
Ask yourself what you’d rather: 5 smaller-sized deals,

or one big, mega sized deal? It’s a tough one. You
need to think about which approach is more

sustainable, and which approach is more profitable.
But if you can supplement smaller deals with mega

deals, then you’ve hit the jackpot. 
But what actually is a mega deal?

WIN MEGA DEALS TODAY

Tips for a Good Nights Sleep
Richard is a seasoned business leader with a

contagious enthusiasm for success delivering

consistent achievement. In this video, he offers

strategies for achieving sales so you can get a Good

Nights Sleep by creating a strong team through

celebrating success, embodying your code of

conduct and learning how to develop strong rapport

with customers and colleagues. WATCH ON-DEMAND HERE
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Whether you knew about it or not, yesterday was National Winnie the Pooh Day…

Although the character of the loveable bear is exactly that, a character, as children we learnt simple lessons
from the stories such as the importance of kindness, always believing something wonderful is about to
happen and seizing the day.

But I believe these books can have an impact on both children & adults. In fact, one of my favourite quotes
happens to be a really simple motto to live by…

It seems easy to read the above as a quote just to make kids smile, but we really are all so much braver
than we believe. Sometimes life gets in the way and we can start to doubt ourselves and lack mental fitness
which is why it’s so crucial that we remind ourselves and others just how great we are. 

Join us next Wednesday, 25th January for Part 3 of our Mental Health in Sales Series, where our panel is
committed to continuing the conversation around mental health, REGISTER HERE.

Hope to see you online! 
Steve
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